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Work Statement 
A. Assembly of the Community Geodetic Model 

We proposed to assemble a uniform-velocity, high spatial resolution CGM using layers of 
contributions from the community and make these layers available on the SCEC web site.  We 
believe the assembly and comparison of existing models will result in a “friendly competition” 
among investigators.  The main science driver for this assembly/analysis is to examine the strain 
partitioning between elastic strain buildup in the near field of the main faults and off-fault 
inelastic deformation.  A previous analysis of strain-rate maps produced by 16 different research 
groups using primarily the same GPS velocity measurements, reveals that modeled strain rate 
can differ by factors of 5 to 8 times, with the largest differences occurring along the most active 
faults. The initial assembly is being done on our computer at the following ftp location ( 
ftp://topex.ucsd.edu/pub/sandwell/strain/ ).  
 
B. GPS Survey of the Cerro Prieto Fault  

The second aspect of our proposal is to perform and analyze campaign GPS measurements of 
the Imperial and Cerro Prieto Faults in northern Baja California.  Over the past six years, using 
SCEC funds, we (SIO and CICESE) have installed and surveyed GPS arrays across the Imperial 
and Cerro Prieto Faults to better characterize their moment accumulation rates and thus their 
seismic potential.  During the final year of SCEC 4 we proposed to resurvey both the DD and CC 
lines and also install additional campaign GPS monuments to the west of the main faults so that 
in future years we will be able to better characterize the slip rates on these poorly mapped faults.  
In addition we will more carefully examine the available InSAR data from Envisat as well as the 
new more frequent acquisitions from Sentinel-1A and ALOS-2.  By the end of SCEC 4 we will 
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to have a much-improved understanding of the deformation associated with the faults in 
Northern Baja California. 

 
Progress 

A. Assembly of the Community Geodetic Model 
Community Geodetic Model – The primary activity of our SCEC supported research in 2016 

was to begin the assembly of the Community Geodetic Model.  This is work done in 
collaboration with many SCEC scientists including: William Barnhart, Peter Bird, Brendon 
Crowell, Gareth Funning, Eric Lindsey, Rowena Lohman, Rob McCaffrey, Jessica Murray, 
Zheng-Kang Shen, Tom Herring, Wayne Thatcher, Xiaopeng Tong, and Yuehua Zeng.  
Eventually the CGM will include the following components: 

 
• Time series and average velocities from continuous GPS sites. 
• Average velocities from campaign GPS sites. 
• Consensus horizontal velocity and strain rate grids based on GPS. 
• Line of sight (LOS) velocities at 500 m spatial resolution from archive of InSAR data (1992-

2011). 
• Time series from Sentinel-1 InSAR with 500 m spatial resolution, and better than seasonal 

temporal sampling. 
• A consensus vertical time series, at better than seasonal resolution, based on GPS and 

InSAR. 
 

So far we have assembled Consensus horizontal velocity and strain rate grids based on 
GPS.  This consists of compilations of GPS velocities [Zeng and Shen, 2016; Herring et al., 
2016; McCaffrey et al., 2013; Crowell et al., 2013] and InSAR LOS velocities [Tong et al., 2013; 
Lindsey et al., 2014].  These were used along with 10 models of horizontal velocity from, mostly 
SCEC investigators, to build a consensus 2-D velocity and uncertainty model (Figure 1) as well 
as a consensus 2-D strain rate model.  The results and documentation are at the following web 
site that will soon be moved to SCEC (http://topex.ucsd.edu/CGM/CGM_html/). The standard 
deviation map (Figure 1) shows two areas with standard deviation greater than 3 mm/yr.  These 
areas, outlined by blue lines, are the Creeping Section of the SAF and the Imperial and Cerro 
Prieto faults in northern Baja California, MX. The second activity in 2016 was to work to reduce 
the velocity uncertainty in the Baja region. 
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Figure 1. (left) Mean velocity is the average of 10 models. Colors show velocity magnitude and arrows 
show direction. (right) Standard deviation of the GGM velocity.  Note the deviations are small in the 
locations of the GPS constraints, especially in areas where the velocity model is smooth. The blue lines 
outline areas of higher standard deviation. 
 
B. GPS Survey of the Cerro Prieto Fault  

GPS and Sentinel-1 InSAR Analysis the Cerro Prieto Fault - The second aspect of our 
research (past and present) is to perform and analyze campaign GPS measurements of the 
Imperial and Cerro Prieto Faults in northern Baja California, MX. In addition, we have recently 
used InSAR time series from the Sentinel 1-A and B satellites to corroborate and refine the GPS 
observations (Figure 2). While tectonically this is arguably the most active section of the 
southern San Andreas Fault system, the spatial and temporal deformation in the area is poorly 
resolved by the sparse GPS data coverage. Moreover, interferograms from satellite observations 
spanning more than a few months are de-correlated due to the extensive agricultural activity in 
this region.  This past year we pioneered the use of frequent, short temporal baseline 
interferograms offered by the new Sentinel-1A satellite to recover two components of 
deformation time series across these faults (Figure 2). In practice, we constructed InSAR time 
series using a coherence-based SBAS method [Tong and Schmidt, 2016] with atmospheric 
corrections by means of common-point stacking [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015].  

This new analysis provides refined estimates of three important crustal deformation signals in 
the region [Xu et al., 2017]: 1) The analysis provides the first complete map of the Cerro Prieto 
Geothermal Field (CPGF), the area of high subsidence rate at the step-over between the Imperial 
and Cerro Prieto faults. The estimated subsidence rate is higher now (~160 mm/yr) than in the 
past (120-140 mm/yr) [Trugman et al., 2014, Sarychikhina et al., 2011, Glowacka et al., 2010].  
The high subsidence gradient in the region is having major impacts on infrastructure, such as 
roads, railroad tracks, irrigation channels, and agricultural fields [Glowacka et al., 2015]. 
Considering that the CPGF is currently only 11 m above sea level, the region will be at sea level 
in just 65 years if the current rate continues. 2) The Imperial fault does not accommodate the full 
40 mm/yr of strike slip motion across the region and there is significant deformation across 
unmapped faults in the western Mexicali valley and further to the west. 3) Currently the Cerro 
Prieto fault accommodates less than half of the full plate motion. Our analysis shows significant 
motion across the Indiviso fault and faults further to the west. This Indiviso motion could be 
continued near-field postseismic deformation following the 2010 El-Mayor Cucapah earthquake 
[Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014]. These three crustal deformation signals will be more fully 
resolved in the next few years as the Sentinel-1B begins its systematic coverage of the region to 
complement the critical measurements from Sentinel-1A and as we expand the GPS acquisitions. 
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Figure 2 (top left) Fault-parallel velocity map derived from analyzing 42 scenes, 201 interferograms from 
descending track 173 and 34 scenes 183 interferograms from ascending track 166. The white lines are the 
faults and yellow arrows are GPS survey mode data in North America fixed reference frame with circles 
denoting the uncertainty. (top right) Comparison between InSAR fault-parallel velocity map and GPS. 
InSAR velocity are extracted along the two pink trace on the upper map. GPS data are projected to the 
fault parallel direction. (bottom) Vertical subsidence rate from combined InSAR shows a maximum rate 
of 150 mm/yr to the east of the CPGF. 
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Figure 3 (left) GPS velocity in North America fixed reference frame. Black arrows are CGPS data. Blue 
arrows are GPS survey mode data. Green dots are the DD and CC arrays extended monuments. Inset: 
GPS survey mode installation setup. (right) Fault-parallel velocity across Imperial and Cerro Prieto faults. 
Red curve is the best fit for the 2-D model velocity profile across a locked fault zone [Savage and Buford, 
1973], where V is the far field velocity and D is the locking depth. 

 

Based on this analysis as well as a more regional analysis of all the campaign and continuous 
GPS sites in the region [Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2017 in preperation] we extended both the DD 
and CC arrays by 12 and 20 monuments respectively to the west as shown in Figure 3. The 
extended GPS arrays cross the Indiviso and Tulecheck faults. The monuments consist of stainless 
steel couplers cemented into massive new concrete structures. The GPS antennas are screwed 
directly into the couplers for accurate and rapid deployment. The relatively large number of 
monuments helps us to identify those that have poor performance because of soil instability or 
groundwater level variation. To obtain the GPS position estimates we used GAMIT/GLOBK 
software [Herring et al., 2008] in ITRF2008 reference frame [Altamimi et al., 2011]. Site 
velocities are computed by least squares linear fitting to time variation of coordinates for each 
station and then rotated with respect to Stable North America Reference Frame (SNARF) 
[Blewitt et al., 2005]. The extension of the CC and DD arrays to the west and the systematic 
Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B image coverage in the region, would improve our current 
understanding of fault strike slip acommodation in northern Baja California, MX. 
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